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Abstract

A dense point-based registration is an ideal starting

point for detailed comparison between two neuroanatomi-

cal objects. This paper presents a new algorithm for global

dense point-based registration between anatomical objects

without assumptions about their shape. We represent mesh

models of the surfaces of two similar 3D anatomical objects

using a Markov Random Field and seek correspondence

pairs between points in each shape. However, for densely

sampled objects the set of possible point by point correspon-

dences is very large. We solve the global non-rigid match-

ing problem between the two objects in an efficient manner

by applying loopy belief propagation. Typically loopy be-

lief propagation is of order m3 for each iteration, where

m is the number of nodes in a mesh. By avoiding compu-

tation of probabilities of configurations that cannot occur

in practice, we reduce this to order m2. We demonstrate

the method and its performance by registering hippocampi

from a population of individuals aged 60-69. We find a cor-

responding rigid registration, and compare the results to a

state-of-the-art technique and show comparable accuracy.

Our method provides a global registration without prior in-

formation about alignment, and handles arbitrary shapes of

spherical topology.

1. Introduction

3D shape matching is a key problem in computer vision

and medical image analysis. Elegant diagnostic results are

arising from analysis of correlations between pathology and

neuroanatomical shape [7]. However, building an accurate

model of shape across a population [20], or performing de-

tailed comparisons between anatomical objects depends on

high quality registration.

This paper describes a new global dense point-based reg-

istration method that is computationally efficient. The ap-

proach takes a mesh model of spherical topology and rep-

resents it as a Markov Random Field (MRF). We then ap-

ply loopy belief propagation (LBP) to find matches between

two such meshes. To make the algorithm efficient, we have

developed a new sparse update for belief propagation that

exploits the state space topology inherent to spatial match-

ing. Our method provides a global registration without prior

information about alignment, and handles arbitrary shapes

of spherical topology.

Dense registration is common practice in computer vi-

sion, such as bundle adjustment in multi-view geometry [8].

It is also a well established technique for scanned 3D data of

manufactured objects [10]. However, in those cases a near

exact match between points is possible as the structures are

identical. In contrast, for registration of neuroanatomical

objects across individuals, or of the same individual over a

time period, there will be structural differences.

There are many methods for shape representation and

matching, see [15] for a review. Standard approaches to

matching include Fourier analysis (e.g. [19] for 2D and [4]

for 3D), moments [11], curvature scale space [5, 12], level

sets [16], wavelet transform [14], and shape contexts [3].

Most approaches avoid the combinatorics of dense corre-

spondences by matching a lower dimensional representa-

tion (e.g., moments [11], first order (FO) ellipsoid (FOE)

[9]). The approach by Kelemen et al. [9] aligns the axes of

the ellipsoids corresponding to the FO spherical harmonic

coefficients of the meshes to obtain the registration.

Alignment using the FO ellipsoid is effective in prac-

tice. However it assumes that: (i) the shapes are pre-aligned

to avoid the rotational and symmetry ambiguities of ellip-

soids; and, (ii) they effectively can be approximated by an

ellipsoid. For example FOE alignment would not work with
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spherical or cuboid objects. The registration method we

propose does not rely on an assumption of pre-alignment.

We demonstrate registration of shapes without unique main

axes for alignment.

We may solve the registration problem between two

meshed surfaces as a correspondence matching problem be-

tween the nodes of the two surfaces. Based on the work

published in [17], we may frame this as energy minimisa-

tion using MRF techniques. Here we embed the meshed

surfaces into a Markov random field framework, in which

geometric information (in this paper, curvature) is captured

by the nodes, and topological information is preserved via

their Markov network.

In [17], dense registration over large point sets is per-

formed. However, minimisation of the energy function is

NP hard. Thus for a moderate sized mesh, an exhaustive

search rapidly becomes intractable. Gibbs sampling as used

in [17] does not scale to shapes whose meshes have more

than 2000 nodes. In this paper, we investigate applying LBP

to the probabilistic inference problem of minimising the en-

ergy function.

Although belief propagation is guaranteed to converge to

a global maximum for tree-like structures [13], the meshes

we consider in this paper have loops, so global convergence

is not guaranteed. However, in practice, belief propagation

is known to find good solutions forMRFs with loops; loss of

guaranteed convergence is the price to be paid for tractabil-

ity (see [2]).

Although LBP will typically converge, it is still com-

putationally intensive: it is of order kmn2, where k is the

number of iterations, m is the size of the MRF, and n is

the number of states at each node. For this paper, the two

meshes generally have a similar number of nodes, as human

hippocampi are of similar size. Thus, since the number of

possible assignments for each node –the state space– is the

number of nodes of the other mesh, so thatm ∼ n, the order

is approximately km3. In this paper we exploit the fact that

due to the topology of the meshes involved we may take ad-

vantage of a locality principle in matching. We reduce the

computational complexity to order km2n, where n is the

mean number of neighbours of a node. In our experiments,

for hippocampal meshes of more than 2000 nodes, the time

for an iteration is reduced by a factor of 150 with respect

to standard LBP. Multiple iterations are required for LBP

convergence. For large databases of objects to be registered

this becomes a critical time saving.

The remainder of this paper is organised as follows. Sec-

tion 2 formulates the correspondence matching problem of

anatomical shapes in the MRF framework and describes the

energy function for correspondence. Section 3 gives the be-

lief propagation formulation of the matching problem while

Section 4 describes the sparse update for belief propagation.

Section 5 describes one method for extracting a rigid reg-

istration from point correspondences; this method is imple-

mented in the experiments which are presented in Section 6.

The experiments show the registration of 23 hippocampi se-

lected from a database of individuals aged 60-69.

2. MRF representation for dense shape match-

ing

In this section, we re-present the framework of the

method in [17] which solves the curvature-based match-

ing problem. Note that in [17] the Gibbs sampler is used

to solve the problem; here, in Section 3, we detail our ap-

proach using loopy belief propagation.

Let M and M ′ be two meshed surfaces, and X be an

MRF with m = |M | nodes each with a state space of size

n = |M ′|. Following [17], we perform a one-to-one map-

ping M → X which preserves Gaussian curvature at nodes

and mesh topological structure at edges in X . The corre-

spondence matching problem between M and M ′ is then

an energy function minimisation problem in X , and a point

correspondence between M and M ′ is a realization of the

MRF X in M ′. By finding the most likely variable assign-

ment of the MRF we then obtain the best match under the

energy function specified by the MRF.

We define this energy function H as

H(x) = H1(x) + H2(x), x ∈ X, (1)

where H1(x) describes the energy function for the single-

tons of X and is based on curvature difference and H2(x),
the energy function for the 2-cliques, is based on pairwise

distances.

3. Loopy belief propagation for dense shape

matching

For ease of exposition, we introduce the following nota-
tion: given i ∈ {1, . . . ,m}, we associate node i in M to the
i th variable in X , denoted by Xi, and to xi, an arbitrary
realisation of Xi in M ′. As seen in Section 2 the energy
function H(x), x ∈ X , comprises two components. The
first component H1(x) is defined on singletons and is based
on curvature difference. Let K(u) denote the Gaussian cur-
vature of u, u a node of M or M ′, and let C1 and C2 denote
the set of singletons and 2-cliques of X respectively. Then

H1(x) =
X

Xi∈C1

h1(xi), with h1(xi) = |K(Xi) − K(xi)|
2
.

(2)

The second component of H(x) incorporates spatial re-
strictions based on the pairwise distance defined on 2-
element cliques:

H2(x) =
X

(Xi,Xj)∈C2

h2(xi, xj), with h2(xi, xj) = d(xi, xj),

(3)



where d is the distance between xi and xj in M ′. That

is, d is the distance between the nodes that are assigned as

correspondences to the 2-clique (Xi, Yj). These pairwise

distances preserve the topological information of the shape.

For a pairwise MRF the probability measure for the
joint distribution with respect to a configuration x in X is
P (x) = 1

Z
exp (−H(x)) with Z a normalisation constant.

This gives

P (x) =
1

Z

Y

i

exp (−|K(Xi) − K(xi)|
2)

Y

(i,j)

exp (−d(xi, xj)).

(4)

Setting φi(xi) = exp (−|K(Xi) − K(xi)|
2),

ψij(xi, xj) = exp (−d(xi, xj)) yields

P (x) =
1

Z

∏

i

φi(xi)
∏

(i,j)

ψij(xi, xj). (5)

The typical approach to belief propagation (see [18]) re-

lies on the concept of message passing: a message mij is

passed from node i to node j indicating the belief node i

has about the state node j should be in. In BP the belief bi

at a node i is proportional to φi(xi) and the product of all

incoming messages:

bi(xi) = kφi(xi)
∏

j∈N(i)

mji(xi), (6)

where k is a normalisation constant and N(i) denotes the

set of neighbours of i. The messages between nodes are

updated as follows:

mij(xj) =
∑

xi

[

φi(xi)ψij(xi, xj)
∏

k∈N(i)\j

mki(xi)
]

.

(7)

Equation (7) is the basis of the sum product algorithm. We

note that on the right-hand side, we take the product of all

the messages incoming into node i, except the one coming

from node j. Further, the summation ranges over all the

states xi the node i may find itself in. Note that message

normalisation must be implemented carefully to avoid un-

derflow.

4. Sparse update for LBP for shape matching

When matching two mesh models representing the shape

of objects, there is a topological structure which ensures that

certain combinations of point matches cannot occur. For

example, given a match between a node Xi in X and a node

xi in the other mesh model M ′, an immediate neighbour

Yi of Xi cannot match a point yi that is very far from xi

in M ′. In other words, one cannot match a point on one

hippocampus to the head of the other hippocampus while

matching its immediate neighbour to the tail of the other.

To embody this we define the pairwise potential function

ψij as a step function:

ψij(xi, xj) =

{

1, if xj ∈ N(xi)

0, otherwise,
(8)

where N(xi) is the set of neighbours of xi, xi ∈ M ′. This

is an implicit property of spatial matching. This case will

occur in a general class of problems where the structure of

the state space prohibits certain configurations of matches.

Given Equation (8), when a message is passed from node

i to node j, this message will have a positive value if xi is

in the neighbourhood of xj , and zero otherwise. Thus, the

sum product of Equation (7) may now be stated as a max

product:

mij(xj) = max
xi∈N(xj)

[

φi(xi)ψij(xi, xj)
∏

k∈N(i)\j

mki(xi)
]

.

(9)

In (9) we have replaced the sum operator by the max oper-

ator to privilege the state among N(xj) which has highest

probability.

In Equation (8), any match outside the immediate neigh-

bourhood will have zero probability. Such a cut-off is bene-

ficial to computation speed as each expansion to the neigh-

bourhood increases the computation time by a constant fac-

tor. We conducted trials relaxing the neighbourhood con-

straints (including nodes with shortest distance of up to

four) and found negligible benefits in registration quality.

This suggests that the restriction of belief over neighbour-

hoods only marginally impacts on the final converged state

of the MRF.

For a given node neighbourhood, max product will give a

high score if at least one node in the neighbourhood has high

probability, whereas sum product only gives a high score if

the average over neighbours is high. Therefore max prod-

uct may assist with convergence, and may facilitate better

performance over small neighbourhoods. This was verified

when conducting trials using max product vs sum product;

the former showed reliable and faster convergence through-

out.

5. Rigid registration

Three non-collinear point correspondences are sufficient

to give a rigid body registration. To find such a registration

one must select from the entire set of possible correspon-

dences a point set that is consistent with a good registration.

We achieve this by applying Random Sample Consensus

(RANSAC) [6], whereby we choose a random set of three

non-collinear point correspondences to form a rigid body

transformation, and then check the Euclidean distance be-

tween the transformed locations of all remaining point cor-

respondences. When choosing sets of three non-collinear



points we ensure that those points are spatially apart in order

to avoid poor hypotheses arising from instability of close

point sets.

We perform many draws of three points, and choose the

transformation with the largest inlier set. The inlier set

will consist of those points whose distance from their cor-

responding points will be under some threshold. The rigid

body transformation is then formed by taking the L2 norm

best fit over the inlier set.

Note that methods other than RANSAC may be applica-

ble here and may give better results. Further, the inlier set

may be chosen according to some other criteria than dis-

tance between point correspondences. Indeed we may com-

pute the Jaccard index between the shapes to evaluate the

quality of the tentative registration. However, computation

of the Jaccard index is computationally expensive and im-

proved results come at the cost of complexity.

6. Results

We have performed 3D rigid body registration ex-

periments using human hippocampus data. We chose

23 hippocampi of the non-demented subjects aged 60-

69 from a large database Open Access Series of Imag-

ing Studies (OASIS), which is publicly available at

http://www.oasis-brains.org/. OASIS is a

project aimed at making MRI data sets of the brain freely

available to the scientific community. In this age band,

some atrophy will be present, making this an interesting test

of rigid body registration. We register each of the 23 hip-

pocampi to another arbitrarily selected hippocampus from

the same age band of the database. For each pair we vi-

sually verified the match in a 3D rendering (e.g., Figure

1). We also registered the same pairs using FOE alignment

as in [9], where ambiguities arising from the eight symme-

tries implicit in this method were solved by L2 norm align-

ment to a given template (referred to subsequently as FOE-

template).

We found that all registrations were globally correct,

i.e., there were no rotations (note that no flips about planes

may occur in this method). Overall, from visual inspection

we found the results were of comparable quality to FOE-

template registration. In some cases MRF gave better re-

sults than FOE-template (e.g., Figure 1(a) and (b), Jaccard

index MRF: 0.7198, FOE-template: 0.6946); in other cases

the reverse was true (e.g., Figure 1(c) and (d), MRF: 0.6292,

FOE-template: 0.7019).

MRF gave a visually correct registration for all of the

23 hippocampi. Over the 23 registered pairs, the average

Jaccard index was 0.6852 for MRF and 0.6927 for FOE-

template.

The actual point-wise correspondences between two well

registered hippocampi are shown in Figure 2(a), and the in-

liers found among these are shown in Figure 2(b). For clar-

(a) MRF (b) FOE-template

(c) MRF (d) FOE-template

Figure 1.MRF vs FOE-template registration: (a), (b): good regis-

tration of MRF compared with FOE-template approach; (c), (d):

an example where FOE-template based approach performs better.

ity we only show matches from the tail of the hippocampus.

It can be seen that although there are many poor matches,

there is an inlier set of correct correspondences that the rigid

registration technique finds to give a globally correct regis-

tration. From the RANSAC process, we found that inlier

sets generally approximated 15% percent of the nodes.

We have also used a clamping technique to increase the

size of the inlier set of correct correspondences. The clamp-

ing technique combines the belief propagation message up-

dating algorithm with the 3D rigid body registration pro-

cess. The clamping technique clamps the inlier set of cor-

rect correspondences obtained by 3D rigid body registration

in the previous iteration before performing the next iteration

of LBP message update. After a few iterations, typically 2

to 4, between LBP and 3D rigid body registration, the ra-

tio of the size of the inlier set to the number of nodes can

be increased to more than 90%. Figure 2(c) and (d) show

shape matching results using the clamping technique. The

http://www.oasis-brains.org/


(a) MRF matches

(b) Inliers

(c) MRF matches after clamping

(d) Inliers after clamping

Figure 2. (a) Matching results of two hippocampi of a good regis-

tration, showing only matches from an area of the tail of the hip-

pocampus. There is a clear set of correct and consistent matches,

amongst a set of incorrect and inconsistent matches. (b) Subset of

inliers of MRF matches found by RANSAC. (c) Matching results of

the same hippocampi of a good registration after using the clamp-

ing technique. The correct matching rate is increased significantly.

(d) Subset of inliers of MRF matches found by RANSAC after using

clamping technique.

correct matching rate, the rate of the inlier numbers during

the 3D rigid body registration, is 95% after four alternative

iterations. These 95% of points constitute a point-by-point

non-rigid registration. The inconsistent matches are identi-

fied in this process.

In order to demonstrate that our method works for reg-

istration of non-ellipsoidal shapes, we perform the regis-

tration of a non-ellipsoidal structure with the same struc-

ture whose curvature at each node is disturbed. The non-

ellipsoidal structure is publicly available [1]. We disturbed

the curvature by adding random and uniformly distributed

noise with intervals from [-10%,10%] to [-90%,90%]. Fig-

ure 3 illustrates the registration for the non-ellipsoidal struc-

ture.

7. Conclusion

We have formulated a 3D dense point-based registration

approach based on MRFs. We have presented a sparse up-

date algorithm for loopy belief propagation that renders the

dense registration computationally efficient. The algorithm

reduces the computational complexity from order m3 for

each iteration for standard loopy belief to order m2 by ex-

ploiting the topology of the state space.

By combining MRF based registration with RANSAC to

select the correct matches, we were able, in all the cases

in our dataset, to find a correct global registration up to a

quality that is comparable with standard methods in use to-

day. Our MRF-based technique may be used in an auto-

mated pipeline for registration when the shapes under con-

sideration are not of ellipsoidal form and when their gen-

eral orientation is not known a priori. This later problem

has occurred in our study of ageing hippocampi where the

shapes had to have their global alignment visually checked

for shape analysis, as an L2 norm alignment to a template

may not necessarily resolve the ambiguities inherent in a

FOE fitting.
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